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BECKET'S LECTURE

DELIVERED BY THE RIGHT HONOURABLE ENOCH POWELL 

ON FRIDAY, 16TH DECEMBER 1977

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,

It's really the fault of the School. I warned them when they kindly and
flatteringly invited me to give this year's Lecture: I warned them that I
had, almost throughout my thirty years or more in Politics, taken no
special personal concern either in the politics nor in the theories of
Education.

There was an exception of one year, '63 - '64, in which I was Chairman
of the Conservative Back Bench Committee, but since we all in Politics
have to apply our minds in some directions and not in all, it has so
happened that Education is conspicuously one of the directions in which
mine has not been applied. When it was intimated to me that nevertheless
that did not matter, I concluded that it was up to those who invited me.
But I mention what I have just outlined to prepare you for the somewhat
bizarre content of what I have to say because I intend to speak almost
wholly personally and to explain to you some of my own personal
prejudices on the subject of Education. They have necessarily a certain
relevance to what I take to be implied by the words "Literacy and
Numeracy" - but perhaps no very helpful relevance.

Both my Mother and Father were elementary school teachers in the
employment of the City of Birmingham, and I remember my Father saying
to me that it would be contrary to the Laws of Biology if I was not a
teacher - and it is indeed true that, as a Research Fellow at Trinity
College, I took supervision and was a professor of Greek for 18 months in
the University of Sydney, but I have never taught, nor have I ever
attempted to teach, anything but Greek. This fact may show itself all too
clearly when I disclose my educational prejudices. Nor have I ever
thought, nor has it even entered my mind, that there was anything more
worth teaching or learning than Greek - and then Greek at the most
advanced level.
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I mentioned just now that my Parents were elementary school teachers;
my Father.throughout his life. I was always fascinated to notice how his
reaction to children or adolescents of different ages sharply differentiated
from my own. He had an unmistakeable gift with children of elementary
school age. He knew I used to enjoy watching it happen; he knew in-
stinctively the right approach; he knew instinctively what would be
attractive to them. I knew that I didn't, and I was equally interested to
see that, when confronted with a student of 16, 18 or 20, he was as much at
a loss as I was in the converse situation. I knew exactly where to touch in
order to discover the secret spring of curiosity or of interest. So there is
an essential differentiation between elementary, as it used to be called,
and other education, and this led me to reflect upon the significance of the
term "elementary" . Naturally, it occurred to me first in Greek and not in
Latin. The word in Greek for element or elementary, .); e, L
literally means "one of a series". "Ta stoicheia" the elements are the
individual items in a series. The Latin "elementum" is of a different con-
ception and means "an ingredient of growth" - a growth element which the
Greeks then translated back into rigsemnita or "root parts". I think there
is a significance here which is the word "elementary" . hi whatever
language you translate, as applied to education, it indicates something
about its character which I regard as fundamental: the element of a series,

the item in a series and the growth element in a living thing derives its
significance or its purpose from the series as a whole or from the final
living thing.

It is not for its own sake, it is as a part or basis of something else. It is

not merely preliminary, it derives all its significance from that whole of
which it is one day to form a part.

Numeracy and Literacy in elementary education appeared to me to be just
those elements of facility, the basic elements which in themselves have no
significance or importance but derive all their importance from what is to
be made of them and that of which they form the base.

And then the term "grammar" as applied to education - though it places the

emphasis upon writing rather than upon the letters which are written,
deriving from ta grammata: even grammar, though we have come to use it
to attach it specifically to a later and more advanced study of education, is
equally elementary in the sense in which I'm seeking to define it.

It equally denotes something which has a significance of purpose only in re-
lation to what is to be done with it, what is to be made of it. It is itself no-
thing. No, I would dare to say, expressing the prejudice which I have
already confessed to you, that the alphabet is learnt and literacy and
grammar are acquired in order to read Plato's Republic and the New
Testament in Greek and, possibly - I will presently explain why I insert
that qualification - also to read Isaiah in Hebrew.
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Let us, if you will bear with me, take that proposition and examine it and,

of course, expect immediate reaction to it as it is only the most M-
finitesimal proportion of those who learn letters, who acquire grammar,
who come to use those elements in order to read Plato or the Gospel
According to St. Matthew and therefore react by saying that this is an absurd

definition of purpose. How can a purpose be valid which is only realised in
a vanishingly small minority of cases. That is the challenge that I have to
meet in confessing the prejudice which I have quite seriously, and not, as
Aristotle used to say, for the sake of defending a thesis put before him.

My defence begins by drawing your attention to the fact that that is how the
world is constructed. That from this phenomenon of elements, beginnings,
only the tiniest proportion are ever utilized to form that of which they are
elements, that from which their significance goes backwards; that is
virtually a law of nature. Wherever we look we perceive it. We perceive
it in the world of Biology; we perceive it in the human world; we perceive
it, we are told it, in Christianity (not merely Christianity but Judaisan, too)
that many are called, many learn their letters, but few are chosen, few
read the Republic. I am not joking; very much the reverse of joking: for
every human being who actually comes into existence an immense number of
possible bases of a human being have been created and discarded.

For every phenomenon, for every plant, for every manifestation in the world
which is actualized, the waste, looking at it specifically in human terms has
been immense, almost infinite.

So we ought not to start back if we find ourselves saying that we are teaching
letters to a million in order that what? - a 100? shall put that literacy to its
supreme use. And then a sense of humility overcomes us who think we be-
long to the 100. So many noughts after the decimal point: - and so is it
supreme after all? Is what our literacy has brought us to reach for a life-
time not merely of the highest education that is available in our society but
for an avid pursuit of a result beyond that point? Is that the supreme
combination of it all? And we shall know of course, because the more we
have exercised our literacy, and exercised it with almost inexpressible
gratitude at being able to do so because we were given the elements (and I
don't think that I ever read either Plato or the Greek Testament without being
overcome by a sense of something undeserved that has been given to me by
the accident that I was taught Greek) the more we've simultaneously realised
how imperfect, how stunted our own attainment is going to be. So that we
are not, as it were, divorced from the generality; we are part of a
spectrum; we are part of a continuum; we are part, you might say, of the

inherent incompleteness of the educational process, a process of which I
have attempted to express the inherent incompleteness by the challenging
paradox that I put before you.
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It is, of course, a paradox which our own time specifically repudiates, for
it is a part of the mood of our time to say, "what all cannot have none shall

have" and, therefore, an education which only achieves its purpose for a

tiny minority (even of whom you don't dare to say that was achievement of
the purpose) is misconceived, and we must therefore look for an entirely

different philosophy. One cannot be more anti-egalitarian than in the pro-
position that education which can, by definition, reach the vast majority,

is inherently imperfect and rudimentary, deriving its meaning ever from

that in which they cannot possibly participate, certainly in no direct or
apprehensible fashion. So we are confronting the spirit of the age in such

a proposition.

Let me go back to a conjunction which I used in formulating my challenge.

The alphabet is learnt, numeracy is required, in order to reach the Re-

public in Greek. I wish to draw your attention to the words "in order to",
a teleological conjunction - a final clause - as I hoped a large number of

the pupils of Becket's School, having ascended from the literacy, the
grammar, would recognise it as being a final clause. But we are talking
about purpose in the context of education as we talk about purpose in other
contexts. We can talk about the purpose of building a bridge. You can get

from one side of the river without getting wet and, if you didn't want to get

across the river you wouldn't build a bridge, and if it didn't have that effect
you wouldn't build the bridge.

I do not believe, nor do I intend that the final clause "in order to read the

Republic in Greek" shall be understood in that sense of a purpose. Indeed,

I deny that there is any purpose in education in that sense. I believe that

education is something which we cannot help, that there is education in
every society and that we seek, promote education because we cannot help

it, that it is an instinctive and not an optional activity; that every society

desires and maintains and communicates education because it is part of our
social nation. And that too is a very repugnant approach to the preponderant

spirit of our age. Perhaps not so preponderant as it was to earlier ages for,

if you will look back over the attributions of purpose to education and go even

further back than 150 years or so, you will find plenty of use for the final

clause in the same sense as the building of a bridge.

We recruit mechanics in order to build a bridge; we make girders in order
to build a bridge. Many have been found to say, and many today still say,

as in the Victorian era, that education is imparted to make the person who

receives it more useful, more useful to himself and others. He must be
able to read and count in order to be a useful member of society; in order

to perfoi in the function of that society. Parents are alleged sometimes to 

desire education, or better education, for their own children in order that

they may earn more money, occupy more prestigious positions and enjoy a

higher standard of living. A purpose in education to enable those who receive

it is to perform a useful function, that is to say, function explicable in terms

of something else. It means 'good for something else and not good in itself' .
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Two or three generations ago, no doubt, the utilitarian 'in order to' of
education would have been seen very much in functional if not in class or
in economic terms. We hear it nowadays more often used in social terms:
that society requires doctors, administrators - exporters apparently.
Presumably, therefore, we need importers because you cannot export
without importing but, that is another story; I won't be drawn into that
branch of my working day life.

All these functions are required in society and, of course, to run this
nation. Society educates in order that these charters, these, as it were,
predetermined charters of social function, shall be filled so that the work
which society needs to have done may be done and done efficiently.

Now, I do believe that education is a social activity. Indeed I said earlier
that it was as much an individual as a social instinct. It is part of the
survival instinct of society; it is indeed part of a reproductive mechanism
of society to desire to form and seek and elaborate the means of forming
the next generation in its own image. The teleology (if there is teleology)
can be seen very biologically so that we have a kind of biological purpose
as well as a final purpose, the purpose of acquiring the elements of that
perfection; that fullness of enjoyment, to which a society through its
members aspires.

I don't think those two interpretations of purpose in education are mutually
exclusive, but if education by its nature is social, then the supreme value
of education in a society, the application which gives a meaning to the
elements, to the literacy and to the grammar, is specific to that particular
society (and I go on) to that particular society speaking that language and
thinking those thoughts, and I have here introduced language into the pro-
position that I am putting it before you. I do not believe that rank, or title
link them together as co-equal; I do not believe that literacy and numeracy
are in fact co-equal. I mean no offence when I say that in my view
literacy is overwhelmingly superior in its importance to numeracy; that
our society - if you like, our civilization - depends upon literacy to a
degree, that it certainly, until recently, did not depend upon numeracy, and
I do not believe at all preponderantly depends upon it today.

But let me go back to language; I said 'this society speaking this language
and thinking these thoughts'. We do not think without language. The Greek
word for 'word' and for 'reason' is the same: it is "logos". The
specifically human characteristic which differentiates us from the rest of
the Universe is the possession of that which is at one and the same time
speech, articulated speech, grammatical speech and rational, logical
thought. Thought and speech, thought and language, cannot be conceived a-

part from one another.
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Therefore, supremely, the function of education has, as its social end,

the reproduction of the society, and the maintenance and survival of the
society speaking this language and thinking these thoughts and being this
society. And the supreme justification of the elements of literacy turns
upon the command of language:

How wrong they are, or seem to me to be, who despise as the central
feature of education for all levels the command of language; the literacy,
grammar, language, the command of one's own and other relevant
languages that is at the heart of education itself.

I studied the Prospectus of Becket's School and I worked steadily through
until I came to the heading "Religion". I am not troubling you with the
first paragraph which begins by saying that Becket's is an inter-
denominational School - we might find all that too difficult - but I take the
easier second paragraph..."All Boys are given a grounding in Scripture
studies in the Preparatory School and Senior Boys are led to evaluate
world events and situations of social stress against ethical concepts for-
mulated through open-ended discussions...". No, I think you are wrong,
I think you have it exactly the wrong way round. I don't think it matters
at all if you talk about world events and whatever may be meant by
'situations of social stress' and even discuss ethical concepts - whatever
they may be - in the Preparatory School, but the notion that you can study
Scripture, read what is written in the Preparatory School but when you go
into the Senior School you put aside childish things, you put aside 'ta
stoicheia', the elements, and turn to evaluate world events against ethical
concepts. I am rather taken aback by this.

It is exactly when they get into the Senior School that the pupils ought to
read Scripture, that they ought to apply their knowledge of letters and of
grammar and of language. They will certainly not yet begin to understand
very much, but if they are going to understand they will ever understand,
indeed they will only read if their attention is intensively directed to the
words, to the grammar and to the language.

So if I have a plea to make this evening, anything to place upon the record,
I would ask the management of Becket's School to reconsider its attitude to
the study of language, the study of texts as exemplified, or applied, it
seems to me, in the paragraph on Religion. There is no book in the world
so challenging to the Grammarian, so challenging by its language which so
strains the upmost powers of the human mind, linguistically applied, as the

Holy Bible and no-one dare leave aside, dare leave unopened that door and
imagine that he gains access to anything that lies within.
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But I have been distracted from my main thesis. It is customary, indeed,

today, to criticise literary education, to look back with contempt upon the

schools, much moreso in the past than in some schools today, where the

main activity was reading and writing the classical language, writing
prose and verse in Latin and in Greek, attaining an unrivalled grasp of

the elements of those languages. I believe that contempt is ill-merited
and that it arises from a radical misconception of education and of the
position of literacy and of language in education, in society and in human

achievement.

I have some regrets about my own education. I have always regretted
that the masters who were concerned with numeracy never revealed to

me, until too late, that mathematics was a branch of philosophy - for I

could have made good what I lost through failing to understand that, when I

could have still made the loss good. I also regret that the emphasis upon
the classical languages in the School and in the school tradition through
which I came was so emphatic, so strong, as to exclude what, in earlier

generations, had been part of that education, namely the semitic
languages.

Under Carey Gibson, at King Edward's, Birmingham, we certainly learnt

Greek, classical and Hellenistic, and no school produced more New
Testament scholars for its size than King Edward's, Birmingham. But in

the last century they would have left school knowing not only Latin and

Greek but Hebrew and, some of them, Syriac as well. I greatly regret the

loss which I only partially made up by learning Persian, through the
medium of Urdu, of a semitic language.

I mention these two personal regrets because if you will examine them you
will find that both of them in their way lead back to literacy. As far as

neglected numeracy goes, I did not see until too late that it was literate,
that it was a branch of literacy, that it was a branch of the 'logos', of the

conceptual apparatus of men. I regretted the imperfection of my linguistic

equipment in proportion as I came, as the years went by, to evaluate our

society and our civilization in terms of its Jewish as well as its ancient
origins.

So my proposition resolves itself into a plea for the reinstatement of
literacy at all levels at the centre of education - and for the acceptance

that education caimot be designed so as to provide a satisfactory and self-

fulfilling purpose for the vast majority of those who receive it. It is by

this nature of imperfection, by this nature of work, that we could open to

those who pass through the schools the full implications and potentialities
of the content of that education.
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The danger with which we are threatened in our age is that "opinion" will
gain ground. I think we must reject the foundation of an educational theory
which leads to the conclusion that we must start from the assumption that
there must be something of equal value which is available for everyone and
relate the content of education to that proposition. I think that the search
would be foredoomed to failure, but I think that it might well bring with it
the destruction of education. And that, by definition, means failure of the
society and of the culture to reproduce itself.

The Grammar School. I wonder whether in the controversy, the education
controversy of today, that term "The Grammar School" is not given to us,
as it were, as a kind of symbol and standard of the proper nature of
education. Beware of those who despise grammar in all its meanings:

But do they who despise grammar, reject education etc?
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Ke)7 FOh PUBBIC1:270K On EET?7'77-C2
70 OCK.TEK7 3720HE Tr.nE (7.2 D11,77EZ:

SToeech by the Rt. Hon. J, loci I),57;e11, IBP at the

nnnual 7inner of the Society of High Constables,

Edinburgh, at the Korth Rhcitish Hotel,
6.30 pm, rednesday 7 Becember 1977

"Know thyself" is an injunction as fitly addressed to a

nation as to an individual0 like an individual, a nation needs a

right understanding of its true streuT7ths as well as of its true

weaknesses. Otherwise proper pride, and its twin image, prter

hum.ility, are unavailable. In these last 15 years or so, hesitantly

at first, but as time went by, with itncreasing abs
orption, Er-itaiu

- if I may still use that term in a part of it whic
h used formerly

• to be known as Korth Britain - has been living in 
a dream world. 

It is a world not unlike that of the tiuker Sly in
 Shakespeare's

play, except that, whereas cily really was a tinker a.h, his wealth

was a fiction, we have been dreaming of fictitious wealth while

real wealth lay, and lies, in our Tpossession.

_Brom Oklahoma to C:hatar in the Gulf, the 2fry stor
y of thP

- armer with the oil gusher in his dooryard and its
 variant, the

desert Phruikh to whom the world Puddenly comes br
ingino gold

dadillacs and n=bered bank accounts in Zurich, have amused and

pi4ghted everyone, as sUcb fairy stories have alwa
ys done. Ihus

it came about that, when we hoard how the herth Se
a, though sadl

p-lundered of -"ts herr4ngs, was sudd.enly bubbling w
th petroleum,

we 2e7l to imagining that tho Uuited hmot•do, ln all its plenitude

of capability and power, was an C,Kklanoma rancher o
r a oetty .L.rab

su7tan suddenly cptapult,ed -Pron rags irte -..-ches.
 Since when all

our tali- and thought haP been about what we chill 
spend our

uncovoned wsaith uoon, 47-tersorsod incron.s-iugly w-Ith gloomy

ruL:=Jihatons about what ever s to tapon to us a ain when the

stuf nas a7l bc,en uoed :o man •en ou7ber the sp000hes

art107es that pour out uroo thepo tsen fr= o1whiciw:oo.H

journalists - not for tin: of course, the serr=si for :,-our
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clelar pick up and swallow economic fallacies as avidly as the

Israelites gathered manna in the wilderness.

And it is all nonsense, every bjt of it. The United Kingdom

is neither an Arab sheikh nor a liddie -y:estern sodiuster, 
and the

nature of its national income is wholly different from theirs. Ihe

national income of this country, so far as it can be computed in

material terms, is the sum total of the value of the effort of all

its people in a given period. Some of the results of that effort

we exchane among ourselves, and accordin;7ly value them ill the

internal, domestic market. 'ome of thee: - muc-h the smallPr fractior,

- we exchange for grPater advantage with tho outside worl
dt, anC theis -

• part is consequently valued in the world market a-hl translated into 

our awn money through the medium of -Lite ext-hrl,ues. If we find ways

and means to exert cursolves to letter effect in both the
 domestic

ard the world marki-ts, taken together, our national income rises:

in vulgar (very vular; les, we get richar.

Yhat has 3ritish crude oil to de gith this? ':hat had

British coal to do with it in the last century? It increased and

improved our ef-j'orts ty providing a cheaper and more plentiful

source of energy than we had had before or than the outsi
Ze worl

had 70ssrd thithertot 7T tish ellery, b.17.ins ant thrift

converted it through steam into wealth, The eo'.11t f,as -ect tflt

coal  ';:71British. If we cer,ld have obtained lt at th, same

-leriver,eal cost
- ,T-aeth Tclands, thef'rom rance or are-::

result would have leeen the same Th ecint , T tnL,t

it was cheau,

To the extellt tht oil is a source of our enery and ta the

extent that it is delivered at the -con-7,s and in the form ill w'hich

we uso it cheaper fr= tne thall we conle obtain it, or

etle,r emivalent fr= els,yhero, me are oat shall be

wealtnier thall ye sheulf hose 'peen withemt it, bet 'hat oxt,ellt is

a rolatively- vory mcli oxtert, ant is likolv nick rother
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than increase as the competition increases from oil which is cheaper

at the riejnt of output. Are you surprised? 1Co you want tscoof of

t/hPt T have just said? You have the proof already, and you all

know it, because in a period in which Iritjsh oil has dislaced

of foretcn oil in this country, you have all been runniuf around

complainin about the fall jn our standard of livires and the non-

_71-cuth of our national wealth. I never cease to marvel at the

capacity of thP humar mind to Pccomm,odP.to rirtually conitradictery

notions at the same time.

nn-k, IP
"L• Very well, then, let us have a look at the,

. •
ch, buts. "Oh, but" the nation 7;,ins the Horth dea oil and can s:et

revenues from it like the dukes of old from their estates,

stupid can people be? If this was co, a7i ye should need to do jn

order to be as rjoh r'sCroesus 'would be to nationalise the land -

or, better still,netioralisP Pv-,r7rthir7. klas, we all know that

at the best we should not be eJtepenny better off. How much richer

Pre we because the sts--te owns the coal and tho coPlmines than we

should be if it did not? You know the answer, fhe wealth of a 

state is the taxable capacity of the people trithin its jurisdiction.

:-Yoback we corse aroin to the national income, '7axes can take :oany

forms, and new ones can always bo invented but wbat mrtters, as
- - ,r-jnfles have always '7.iscev red their sorrow, is LOW• much jncerne thore is to tax,

°Oh, but° Pt 7c.sst we do net have to buy our oil across the

exchahtes jt is tterlin - and that helps our balance of

rea.7=1 reaTly belje7e tbat thjs relucien - iS one of

the tissue of delusions abeut the exchans/e rate -/Sieich havs haunted

Eritish economic bolicy siece the war - js rrobablv

cause of the -whole lamentable nbnsense rbout Horth fea oil,

course if ws do not imsoort so -such, we do not need tea ort se much,

T-hst is more, if  ws  coneinus to exrort s.nd even te increase our

exTrorts, the CL,:::y iS that we cheuld heve to jncrease nur
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lending and investment overseas. "Tone of this, howover, in itself

17.'s us either -rcher or poorer; it only mearhs that thefraction

of 01= national product that is exchan7ed with the rest of the ,corld,

-is -leF than before, and the fractl amonst ou_roelves

proportionately more than before. Tt o-a:s n_ot becnus,- r-Pevousy

obtained oil from abroad that we had deficits on our bPlance of

trade; it was bccause we trled to keep the c-,xchar7e ratr= of sterlinc

artificially high.

As for the apocalyptic idea that when I.orth .:.ea oil runs out

we shall hurtle again from riches to raF.as and that we therefore_
ew.,ht to husbnhd and nFhcion it or semkow uso lt to "lay uo treasu=

in  hever wher== thieves do not break thro'ah hor steal", that idea

evaporates into thin air if 7:erth 7Jea oil is hot in itself a source

of wealth at all. I will only add, for cood measure, that if the

story of every other, theoretcall,:i finite scurco of energy is

anythin to co by, we can use -orth 72.ea oil to our hearts' contont

just as fast or elcfcly as it pays 712 tO do from time to time.

'Otherwise we shall be no wiser thar those who shared the view in

the midd-e of the last contury tht Tehc bofore now the exhaustion

of 3r-itir's coal reservi-s would have eliminated her from. the rorks

of the: industral uatons. 7ortunately thy cli(1 not theu have the

720Wer try to adt upon :m: xistaken idea. Woe betide us,

we allow it to intrude upoh our decisiollstod_ay.
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Speech by the 7:It. Hon. J. Enoch -Powell, 1179  to
the Bexhill Round Table, at the De la Warr

:Pavilion, Bexhill, Sussex.
8 pm, friday 25th November, 1977

I do not thin2: most peoT)le realise how near we have now come

to losing Our parliamentary :Ecvernment altoEether. So swiftly are

events moving, that the Tirospect is much nearer today than it was

a mere fortnig,ht a;:ap. The danger would be less alarming if there

were a party in the state which was dedicated to the maintenance  of

parliamentary government, and around which those in Britain who

wished it preserved - are they still a majority? - could close their

ranks. There is not. The TO-rk of demelitpn has gone ahead by

• alternating strokes from either side of the °arty dividing line,

li7ce two mer fellinfl- a tree to,c:ether when _frst one then the ethor

aims his axe at the ever widening cut,

know there are those, and they are numerous, who affect

to despise -o.erliamentary Eovernment and who sneer at the once

vaunted institution of a sovereign chamer elected by tho

have herd these voices all our lives, from the Left, from the

Hight, and latterly from ti:e soft certre; but tho DouYitino, in-

difference, or worse, towards the colla-ose of l=:arliamont is now

widesread among those who not long a7o would have been astonishe

and ashamed to find themselvez-.: in such company. "rlhat must net be

. bor::otten until it is too late to :comer-Thor it, is that cowor is 

7-Tever lost, ro7:er does not eva-corate an=1 dis,oerse into thin air,

bower surrendered or removez1 in on,?. islace is pg7er increased or

taker some-fhere else. The alternative to L70vernment by debate is

gover=ent by decree; the alternative to ;sever=ont by vote is

7overnment by force,

Tt -is five yoars since tne first ste7, and it was a lar,7c

one, was taken towar,fs the raestraction of iarliahLntary vrnn

- -

Z—

I tread on controversial ,7.7rels but I state what all ,sartes to
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that controversy would accept as factual. Tri 1972 Parliamcht trans-

ferred to another body the overriding right to make laws and  fir

taxes in the United Hingdom: thenceforward a steadily increasing

part of the law of this country and of the taxos paid in this countc7

would either by-pass Tarliament altogether or Parliament would be

no more than a passive rubber stamp in imposing them. Parliament

had enacted its own subordination. 'hat is more, in 1975 both the

House of Commons and the electorate declared themselves by larpe

majorities to be well satisfied with that renunciation of independ-

ence.

It ought not to surpr4se dgg,or, that th dmoiition of -

• parliamentary d-overnment proceeded thereafter at a much accelerated

accepted in -principle a t,.:[o-fold renunciatiom of its remaini-ao-.

authority and powers - upwards (as it -were) as well as downwards,

outwards as well as inwards, by the huropean ilectioris Dill the
to be

authority yhich popular electiom oonfers is/taken away from the

House of (ao---.ons in all matters yhich new or in future shall fall

within the overridilrt domain of the Thropean Corr-unity, and that
to be

authority is/vested in an assomiely ,rhere the representatjves of the

Pritish people are a small and aim.in;shing minority. That is the

runcjatjon upwards and outwards, The renumciation downwards and

inwards is to transfer to elected aseemblies in parts of the Unite* • Iliniaca, on the ground that ehose parts are ° hations", the powers

to make law and control the executive which have hitherto boen

exercised solely by Parliament and hich --H==ent could not im- 1 •
practice subscfluently recall,

Tt mieht be supposed that the three acts of renunoiPtion

which 2 have just enumerated  -r.=so coreprehonsjve that their des-

days age was argis.ab7vrr.crr.

d-cisive Tt ,gas evemt githout precedent in the long

history of Parliament.

LJL'
pace. -±t-t— h months the :aouse ef Co-Tmons he t,lce
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Tri all elective assemblies which, like cur Parliament,

sustain govornment by a rj cc'iaj of votes, various forms of

influence have from tThe immemorial been exerted to enable govern-

ment to retain some degree of consistent policy and, latterly, in

the period of enlarged franchise and eloction prorammes, to  ivo

effect to undertakins to the voters. Indeed, pTithout such

_

influence and constraint it culT ho im:possible for party to perform

its essential function of linking a IT:ass electorate to an ,adNini-

stration sustained by an elected assembly. 1To ono doubts th,,, there

are occasions when, without whips and patronage,

vionent croul not have Peen able to secure a parliamentary

•
majority for proposals phicla it brought forward. This process, 

yhich enables the tensions between individuals and froups, between

opinions and interosts, to bE, oxpressed, measured and resolved, is

very near to the essence- flfparliamentary government itselfh

hLii the anropean Coeen,nities received its Tecond

HeL,ding in Tebruary 1372 by a majority of -eight, it is an open

secret that the vote woul,:l hat-c ucno the othor ovr ITJt for thc

pressure exerted upon a num'par cf individual members to chan7c their

minds. In f-ct, thc cntil7 of tke indivduals con bc

rontely ascertained by comparin: the division list on that occasion

with tic division list t, on vicus Octobdr Tken tho Government's

per preceding tke legislation w:as approved. ': 1-lether or -c.ot

or* likes what hoTctionc=d then, an abet hos h7--)Pned similpriv a

hundred other tines on duestions of scarcely 1S3 importance, i

inflicts no violence..  l'7,72S IID  -cund, .2o,rltement ancr: parlia-

 

mentary government itself. Li differs diametrically, in its nature

anc7 its effect, frc -1-.:the catagtrdphe of last week.

Yhat occurred last wee'L-: oas not that tn_- Tills for :.,cottisTh

kelsk devolution ere carried on _rocono becau2 cortdill 

m'ond.: or vated doainst cenir in=Lt

cd  WLs  tncet  Ibk:r2 11,-i n ulIc77 dDclirinT
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themselves opposed to the le7islation and brin,7in for':Tard in dbate

what seemed to them co7ent reasons why it must Prove disastrous,

voted nevertheless for the loosslotion :,rid for a the 

enPress intentionl that aft,Er the minimum of debate the 3111 should

be submitted to a referendum of the electorate in which thoy would

hope and strive to secure its recctior.

The point is not tht tho.se members may well find thepslvos

disappointed. The point is not even their moral oblic!u-ity ln

castinF a vote wainst their openly declared judpment. The si-

nificance cf tho i-vent is that the House of Commons has trampled

upon its own authority, by treatin the function of leiisla-
. 1111. tion as a mere device for ,:ettin,q7 res7oonsibility which its con-

stituents have vested in it transferred bock as'a-in to an inctant

vote c-r,' the electorFte.

The folly of Kirps 'Lsar .:17 not se traT,Tic as what, -]ithin a

s,-oce of fve disoc,trous years, Jne Houoe of Commons hi_s ,dene.

Thrice and three several was -it '(.'as renounced the alJthority hich

it holds in trust for phrl-leilto„ry nation, Trst it s'urrehder

it to EurDpe; th,1 it -rave -it tfl -,oy it

iwo  ei-,st -it back in the teeth of those who c721-_ferr it

 

consider',n5- this ci_cy thht :ont=.y 4flverhiant is tc,Ji

flf destructich in tho a ancoun'Jry that r it?
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TU3ILTC_:-7TC: n:
10  C=7717'2 ElFe=

Speech by the Et. mon. 2. Enoch 7owell, IF, tfl the
Watford -Ianufacturers Associatjon, at -O'atford Tow'ri Fall,

12.30 pro, lionday 21 Uovember 1977

ThLTTICS 77 1975"

Economics and politics came together with a vengeance in

1978, and the chemical combinatior ignited, aronst other combust-

ible material, the firerieJt's strid-e.

Tt would be absurd to attribute the growing industrial dis-

ruption of the last 20 years in any exclusive way to the esrousal

by all s.overnsients durjrg those two decades of ore of two opposed

and alternative economic theories - ard the wronop one, at thata

There are many causes woven tosether in the ever-changing texture of

inudstrial conflict. Tr_ter-urjor rjvlry, resjstace to rflaterjal cn 

social change, political ieeoloy - these and other forces are otill

at wor',- todsy as they have beer since the benjr-ing of industriP

tr,de unionism and, I dare say, earlier still. :7evertheless one

would need to be tlind not to perceive the enormous contrast beteJeon

the nature and causes of industrial djorution today arri a :_;:enerr,tich

The re-m fsature, creatinz a iarEe catezory into which perhaps

the majority of contemrorary oco-flicts .falls, is that otrjkes are

today so often not merely directed ainct government tut actually

rrovoked ty _7e,-,Ternment. 2de not mean that -they are strikes a.g.ainst

the government Ps emloyer, in the samx, m=-_,y that tney mi7ht be

ac:; ',1st firms or entrerreneurs as Certajnly, as the c rike 

weapon is the ultimate device for determ:ning the balance of market

power betvreen the sellers emj'I I ar ani, the tuyers of labour,it will

lcov that the more tfri'S ,7,7).7—,-rt directly or indirctly enters

the market a a buyrr of labrur, the more t's strike wearen will be

directed Hgainst the itovernhent as such. " t will also be true t-et

those strik.s 71a7 br d4"erent in kind, and mcre r r:

o  tTh i,T:,1fabric, just tocase the .9t,,te t-:ee,.nrloyor 

rolThi inte mm.T:=011.
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That, however, is dlffPrert fror what I Prn ta17:-irg about.

am talkiny about the cofUct which the state deliberately brevokeo,

not by atterrrt±nw to hire labour for its own uses unidnly cheaply,

but by attempting to use conitrol and limitation of the price of labour

as the means to achieve ulterior ecoTiomic ends, which a certain

economic theory has suggested can best, or exclusively, be achieved

in that way.

Te oorflict with the firemen is a classic instances  The

state as employer would bo oilliny to pay them more, both absolutely

and rolatively. Tt would actually like to alter differentials in

their favollr, to shift thsir lecatlon ir the wags spectrum. -Zor does

it refuse to do s• on grourlds of expe dlture, because, for instant.e,

it might be uPwillirg to incroase taxation or to find the money in

ot.ror wovs. 7ndoed, the conflict is courted at a time yhsn the

e7o7oscner -is both -incroas-irg the total nf puhlic expenditure again
-and reducing therate of taxation. ao, the state 'tr=kes or' ths

firemen in deg7ence of a norm because, wilhout cither lenal powers an

even an informal agreement w-ith the T.U.C., -it -7s dotermlned to

-preyent any increases in pay from exceeding a particular percentage

7n pursuit cyr th-is ob,loct it noes -its pc-ger whsrover it can

as direct or (in tho caoe co" tnefirwwan and othors') 'Fndiroct

employer; ,=ird w7oers -it carrnot it trles to g,et the same result by

. 410tna-Hring other employers. There is in fact a ciuite close analogy

betweer t-,ho firemor's strike and Idward Ioath's famous and for hiP1

fatal confrontation with the miners in -1974, because, although at

that time statutory powers existed, those wre, never brou7nt into

-7 rFt ths m-i-ers ocd. the duol was fouht '7--*-72.17 as a war cf 

ntrves, Tike the conflict with the firemsn now.

7t 7-'1-1 be obvous that disr-tion due to state

trh.: war have been descritin will have certain s-oecee.1

chara±oristics. 7hev are foct those walch have onteer-ied tee.

7.)nrest 7f r telad to 'rh_
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not concentrated in some particular industry or.group of industrlee

which have been affe ted by economic chane, favourable or adverse.

being generalised, it spreads across all social classes and involves

these who previously were ret_:Tarded as immune from the ordinary
were

manifestations of union behaviour, either because they/regarded as

'To""ofessioral' cr becauoe they performed special functions which

were considered incompatible with such behaviour. Kowadays, we aro

all strikers, high or low doctor, fireman, teacher, taxmon. It

used to be "tinker, tallnr"; it will soon be "sold-ier, sailor".

7=2ei'; why?  because the st-ct's economic theory 'has it -Tr' fnr all

us ',like. e ore all in the oome boat, all of the same class, all

people wno cannot attempt to alter our status in the differential

hierarchy without being denounced fOr defying a P-overniment that is

dofewdircc the national Interest.

The late Lord Keynes had a famous passah,e about practical men

who ima,ined tney were followinj the dictates ce7' their own robust

commonsense when in reallty they were the unconscious sli.eves of tho

theerieg of Dlead eccacrr-ists -17.xoept that the cconoreists in ciuostica 

aro act ccct all dead, the des2r-ion oxectly fils the helDavlDur of

every k7overaroont ths a.ary yec. e ost, They acoted wilhout

qust'on or reflect-ion eneccnomHc doctrl:w woich toi tham that

cause wa: g rise tne value of money f:7:_l_7q; and heviat CLcac so,

theteseives tc the atteTapt to prevent er control

rises with a vigour a-ref (etcrft:_atica, a bijotry arld a blindness,

-thch rtake the efforts of in .;_isitien to extirpat• heresy loch

lika dilttantism. 77-1 reeult Is for cll to bit on:e soctan 

Df c-it-!zells after ,anothier, L:.na

otete -in a battli 7h1ch -;cc the ehd the otate io 'ocui to lcse,

-ocase the D:.so=:t-ions welch it is cttccre false. 7'2.1_1t it is 

a tatti in vvhich notoy wino. Tht Ditioens is. their totality so,ro

footroyea oton.tards cf rccrclity,

tajht every sectiea of st,c-let-„ rd ethee as its ono-ity,
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and ensured twenty years of widespread and incessant industrial dis-

ruption. knd allibr the sake of bad economics.

The bitterest phase has been the latest, in which the state

has started to talk the languae of the corrJct economic theory

while continuin.-:- to obey the im Thisplications of the false one.

last week in the House of Commons the Prime 1;:inister was ex:glainilig

that Edward Heath was wrond2- to confront the miners in 1974 because

uoney sulpply was then risire7 out of control, whereas he himself was

ri.7ht to corif-rortthe firemen in 1977 because the Iliono-y riule_ly is

now only increasin (or is it?) within predetermined -limits. 771fi y

say that the darkest heur precerdes the dawn; and we must hopo tho

Prime e_in7ster's 7,1i=or oh vildr-std.n.dr that incre,ase of money

w_;,:es is lirflited by tb.e lucreaso of Loney supply will broaden bofore

long into tie day1i7ht of r,,,alisatlor that -it is tho-fdro
for

futile and urineesso.ry/tho state to plurle into corflict orith over

:-octio-f, of -itg citi7E,ns in c-rdmr to re7ulete mnd coitrol tic pricc

„
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S-))eech by the Ht. Hon, 2 Enoch Doell, ;.:J=' at the
Annual Dinner of ti-.e A7cociati= of nuct-Loneers and

2state Agents, the 1,--)aviTheu9 ),--cu-Pnemouth
at 7.30 pm, Frida7, lEth 1.tvember 1977

:he Triue linister is delihted, delHhted in a beylshly

infectious way, 'zith the opinion-2,oU wnlch has announced that no

less than 88 T)er cent - there's a majority for you, even by Ulster

standards! - aFree with him that keel;ing waEos down stops inflation.

I hate spoiling aL.ythin that pives anyone pleasure; yes, I

do. :But I have to assure you that on any opinioll„ poll hold before

the sixteenth century and probly much /IMcV, you would hs,ve found

well over 8',8 per cent convinced that the sun moved round the earth.

tr,d,,c,d, 7 would rather expect a Co=u-(List-stvle n:ajoritv of 99.9

per cert. :.That a wonderful boost that would have been,/lf opinion

polls had been 4,nventedthose dayP r the Inquisition and a71

other straissht-forard, right-thinking, no-nonsense-and-down-to-

earth pPople,

vertllss the sun CICS: not move round the earth, 2.',d

majority and no puLlic opinon poll could make it do so.

e that you can do by hoad-counting, anf things that you carLuot

^.; as to) a-.10,,,i11,--7,u1sn

and falseheod.

lon'i, t me roinE,L.-P Ls a parlia=ntarian, I  

adrf:icted to :decidil 1-,71 rajority what laws to i-ake ad what laws

not; as a democrat II am adT.ictod ts by 1-:.a2erity wIrat 

people will put up w..t.11 wiT wOce choc will uot put ac with.

7ropE.Jrly irstituticncclio thoPe is noth-ini7,7 t,T toat hc,ad—couhth:: 

for mainteiuin a satisfactry s'._)^iety to live in--proviOed.cf

course, it happens to bo t• e kind of scciety (likc prlmitive

fer instance, or modern n:land) Tlilch naturally accepts decision

Ow nada—LL&. 71-:C :other if we Thoi,:o.ty 1=ever ha-,iCic=o
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wr, arP bound for t-Pouble, and serious trouble. Any shlp that st

even with the loyal and spontaneous unanimity of tho crew,

on to a reef, is 7oing to be wreckedt the rooks are really there,

however inconvenient. ::aty nation hich, aUielt with 68 par cent

approbatlon re,tistored on the opinion polls, acts on the assunP-

tion that putting wages up causes inflation and keeping ther_

stops lt, is heading for disaPpointment, disruption and disaster.

T have compared this erroneous, assumption uith the error oT

supposing that the sun mcves:rouno the earth. That comparison does
,

much less than justice to the chsureit7, Lne superstition anieh,

pccording to thP PrThtior poll, the 71-itish people suPport so nearly

unanimously. ehe Pruel, hum7iating irony is fiat the very  g.0-7.1-211-

ment who persist in acting upon that assumption and n'ho take se

much comfort fro7 public approval of it arc, neve-rtheless

around declarin,cs, for anjonc o hear who cares to listen, that th

theuas7vo,1 o not believe it at all.

The year 1977-78, aco:riinr to the :f.,overnelenit, is to be a

0= transition, of transition  -Po=  controlled incones to uncoil-

4encaties, fron wages pol-7.0y to =rec

and the T.7.1.0. have taken thtm procly at thei7' aord.by

'fliery well, then; for the last tim,e to a 12 -month iatb=al

beto:P-en successive vax_7e se,:bleelents.°  The C=overh=t, for thelr

pe.rt, say that the transition imlolies centineLi limitation of

inureases arid that, if they chn t-:ist the  :::=1 of anyone proboain

to pay more tha.n 10 per cert, tst -it t*, will, providea he is

or than theca:selves, =•• e =-groed. hoeve r - ad

::evernrflont alike - about whnt is to follow at come -point in -197.H

a =ree-fer-all.

the 3overnmcht accept ths7 Tf CrillatirC:

bargaining7 weuld have caused inflation new, and uld have cause

inflation - feven mc-Pc thar we - last vear an,f'. the 

year before, ,eny illfree collective bar=aihin:t hot cause lliflatit_
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next year and the year after that? 'IA1-1", reply the Government,

"the refasor is that conditions rext year and after-rrards will 1:ot

be inflationary".

So: no inflationary condYtiohs, no inflation. Free collect-

ive bargaining or no free collectivo baraining, there will be no

inflation, according to the Gov(ernment, unless the conditione for

inflation exist and whatever those conditions are, tbey do not
wares.

include  11,-,co-÷relled/ because in thel,f aosence.itincontrolledua;7.0

are harmless.

Tt does not mf--tter - you will note - whether or not the

Gover=ent will prove to have boeh right in predictiho-17 that infla-

tionary conditions 7:ill ceas.- to exist ln 10:T.3 or 1979. 'Jar does

it matter whether they have identified correctly tho rorrliljons

which canse or prevent inflation, The fact reroains, plain and

irrefutable, that in their n7,inion wa_zo increases cannot cause

inflation, In ths, however embarrassin it 7riay be to point It
out ,

they are in arroe:eent with what your princit)al ruest this evenin

- and, to be fair, a few others too - have been assertin::, in

season and out of season, for the last dozen years at least,

The curous may v-nder why, if the, Cievernment, on their ovu

sh=inr, are perfectly aware that an(-J =e4,a increasoe 

are not the cause of ihflation, they should neverthele:ss tio them-

selves into endless knots hy dvisinj social contracts, ii s—Th

brvy no-,.-711P and thc, rr=st d should court da:taTin7 collisions with

thoir own friends sold suloorters in tho un-'ens. It all sooris so

sulerfluous and self-punishin.

There n=ber of concurrent, e=lanations for

th-is parado-LiceJ bahavour. It could te for instance, th-Tttit

-rnatrover inconvnion o the lov:rnnut pfeft:72 inflation ts  be

attr-'butod to tho occionsof ethevs, even t-howt, tho'se otThers ere

to trade unions and the =rkers, rathr thL,.n to its true causes

ii in tb eir oyn bach:7-. lon :and entirely cithia their srn
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cortrol. They may also feel that the possession of a goof., hivc
9

Pa7pab1e scapegoat is cheap at the price of a logcal self-cont7-a-

dictiorl not likely to be highlighted by their political opponents

who will want to have the same scapegoat Lvailable themselvos wheu

the time comes.

It could moreover be that tlfle trade unions prefer the pride

and 7oro tige which comes from being 6ast as the villains of the

piece to being given a clean bli of health a-,ad assured that they

haver't the power to cause inflation, oven if they tried. That too
-

would be a very human an[-; understandable attitude.

However, tO out further speculation short, let us recall-agall

that 88 7)o,r cent opiniorl poll in favour of the earth being flat and

the su-s moving round it. There are 110 prizes for politicianWhO

do not give the people yhat they wan-L Overwhelmingly the pe

telievo that wage -incrr-aes , cause inflation; they want to go

on believing that yage inc-reases cause inflation; and they would

be 'horrified and revengeful if any (Thvernment tried to deprive thole

of th sinrl 7:pleasure of blae.-jrg their trolftles on everybody's

r,7F-e increase excerit thelr own.

There 89 per cent of the people desperately -,77ant to be

it do il-,cking against the arichs for govern-ments to attempt to be

•



NOT 7071 PITRLICATTON OR REFE=CE
TO CON-TINT BIT:FORE TIME OF DELP=

Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Ehoch Powell, MP, at a
public meeting at The Dome, Brighton.

8 pm, Monday, 24th October 1977

The impending battle in the coming session to prevent the

direct election of representatives from this country to the AssembV

of the E.E.C. will be the most significant since the referendum.

I would be prepared to go further and say that it will be the most

significant since the g'reat Parliamentary struggle of 1972, in which

the House of Commons by a margin of votes that could be counted on

two hands consented to surrender its authority to an external

institution and thus to abrogate the political independence and self-

• government of Britain itself. If anyone thinks I exaggerate - not 

that I ever exaggerate - he has only to listen to the alarm and

anger being expressed on the Continent at the mere idea that the

House of Commons might jib at creating a master over it in its awn

image. They know, and do not conceal their knowledge, that, once

provide it with a directly elected Parliament, and the permanence

of the new West European state will be entrenched and its evolution

guaranteed. Denied that asset, they understand that its reversion
manif,estation

to a mere / of the ° Europe of Hations" must sooner or later

Occur. A battle which your enemy thinks will be decisive is a

decisive battle.

As on all occasions when a nation is to be brought to renounce

its independence, the most effective resource of the aggressors -

far more effective than force - is deception. The deception in

turn is most effective when it can be attached to a familiar and

favourite notion. 111e British are deeply attached to represent tive

institutions; they have a strong af ection for elective government

Their directly elect d parliament - is it not the creative achieve-

7ent of a thousand years of their history? Tell them that thy are

only being advised to apply and enlorge that achievement - to carry

into the European community the very mechanism which they have beeil
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taught to regard as the ,guarantee of their individual and national

rights - and you will have the best chance that they may listen to

the voice of the tempter and leap before they look. That is tho

deceitful suggestion that a thousand F,_lozing voices and columns -

not all of them by any means unmotivated by self-interest - will be

pouring into the public ear during the coming months. It is essen-
fore-

tial that the public be /warned and forearmed against this trick,

$o that whenever in the coming months the sleight-of-hand of equat-

ing direct-elections to the European Assembly with democracy is

attempted it will be recognised for what it is.

Direct elections to the European Assembly are not democracy;

they are the opposite of democracy. Direct elections to the

European Assembly are not an extension of parliamentary self-

,-7overnment; they are the neation of parliamentary self-government.

Direct elections to the European Assembly are not representation

of the people; they are a denial of representation.

Something much more is involved here than the simple

fact, important though it is, that the elected representatives of

the United Kingdom would be in a permanent small minority - a

minority that would become smaller still after the addition of

elected representatives from Portugal, Spain and Greece, if the

present pPntomime4ekoes on. The contrast between bein-a loermanent
• minority in the existinE Assembly of delegates from national

parliaments and being a permanent minority in a directly elected

Assembly is as great as the contrast between light and dark. As

long as the Assembly consis,s of delegates, the ultimate authority

remains with the national parliaments and with the national overn-

ments as members of the Council of Ninisters. A majority vote in

the Assemb , of delegates has little significance. Once, however,

the Assembly is directly elected, tht position is totally changed.

What appeal can there be beyond the r-presentatives of the peoples,

drectly elected for that very purpose? The very fact of diroct
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el- ction implies the validity and binding nature of a majorit
y

this is the meaning of directly elected assemblies the world 
over.

From that moment the Council of iiinisters and the national ve
to -

so far as that actually exists - lose their loP_i_c; for their
 autIo-

rity is then no greater than that of the national, or local,

parliaments, whose representative function in respect of Euro
pean

matters has been superseded by that of the directly elected E
uropean

So one effect of direct election must be to put the U.K. in a

permanent minority in a body designed in its very nature=777

• decisive authority by majority decision. It is no answer to say 

that the same would apply to every other nation in the Commun
ity.

Our responsibility is for our own future and our own democrac
y. It

woulc7 be a novel ar,c-oament to inform the British that because other

nations were - actually or allegedly - willing to relinauish 
their

national independence and self-government, we need no longer 
bother

about ours. I wonder where that argument would have taken us in

the past?

However, I return to the quite separate and fundamental fact

that direct representation in the European Assembly would be 
neithT

parliamentary nor democratic in any sense in 7:hich we underst
and

those terms in Britain, so that to use them to commend Europo
an

direct elections is the most dan. erous deception, whether tho
se who

do so are unscrupulous or morely unreflecting. The essence of

parliamentary democracy a- our con titution enshrines it is t
o

render the executive anf the lei lature am.enable to tho people,

through the answerability of each elected representative to h
is

electors and their periodic opportunity to elect someone else
.

This,thole process is dependent upon one indispensable ingredi
ent.

That ingredient is party - party pro7ramme, party membership,
 party

whip, party government. 'Tithout party the electorate choosing

between John Doe and Richard qoe would bo choosina between a 
thin
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man with fair hair and a fat man with dark hair they would exercjJ1D

no voice in the manner of their government and possess no sanction

over the non-fulfilment of their wishes. Only when John Doe belon2s

to one party with one policy and Richard Roe to another party with

a different policy can the electors choose by a majority which

policy they prefer or visit their displeasure at broken Pledges or

pronounce judgement on the outcome. Without party,elections are

meaningless democratically. They become nothing but a periodic

exercise of patronage to instal a number of individuals in a situa-

tion of influence without responsibility.

This is the exact description of the consequence of converting• the European Assembly into a directly elected body. Consider the 

electorate of one of the 81 U.K. constituencies which are proposed.

I will not labour the absurdity of constituoncies averaging about

half a million electors, nor the patronage and skulduggery which

would attend upon the assignment of domestic political labels -

Conservative, Labour, Liberal, etc. - to the respective candidates.

But they would be elected not because they promised to take the

whip of a right-wing, Christian Democrat or what-have-you? grouoing

in the European Assembly, nor because of the contents of its

manifesto (if it had one), nor contrariwise because of ditto for

a left-wing Europea_ Socialist bloc. In f[2,ct they would probably

spend much of their time disclaiming responsibility for any such

document and dissociating themselves from any such outlandish

companions. No, they would be elected - either straightibrwardly

by simple majority or crazily by proportional representation - as a

result of the composition in terms of U.K. politics of the elector-

ate in their particular slab of Britain.

What happens then when majorities in the directly elected

Duropear Assembly take decisions, or approve policies, or voto

bud- ts wh-ich are regarded by th„, British electorate or by the

electorate of some of the nammoth constituencies as hiThly offensive
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and prejudicial to their interests? What do the nuropean

say to their constituents? They say "Don't blame me; I had no 

say, nor did I and my Labour (or Conservative) colleagues, have any

y in the framing of these policies". He will then either adcb

"Any how, I voted against"; or alternatively he will add! "And

don't misunderstand if I voted for this along with my German,

French and Italian pals, because if I don't help to roll their

logs, I shall never get them to roll any of mine". What these

pseudo-M.P.s will not be able to say is what any M.P. in a demo-

cracy must be able to say, namely, either "I voted against this,

and if the majority of my party are elected next time, we will put

it right", or alternatively "I supported this because it is bart

of the policy and programme for which a majority in this con-

stituency and in the country voted at the last election and which

we shall be proud to dafend at the next election".

Direct elections to the European Assembly, so far from intro-

ducing democracy and democratic control, will strengthen the

arbitary and bureaucratic nature of the Community by giving a

fallacious garb of el etive authority to the exercise of supra-

national bowers by institutions and bersons who are - in the

literal, not the abusive, sense of the word. - irresponsible.

cannot refrain from ducting once aaaiu the penetrating observations

II/   of the senior European corresbondent of a British newspaper 

'Much as Canning called in tho new world to redress the old, so

Mr ;Tdnkins, as President of th,_ Cor-ission, calls in the Parliament

to redress the nation,lism of the Council. Yr Jerkins and his

Brussels colleagues look forward to direct elections so that the

Commission can ally itself with a Parliament possessing a clear

mandate.'
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Publicity Club of Edinburgh, at the Roxburgh Hotel,

Edinburgh
12.30 pm, Friday, 21st October, 1977

About eighteen months ago - it was in fact at Bangor, Co.Down
//-7- -

- I made a speech about interest rates. I described the/then pre-

vailing as a "monstrous folly" andAconcluded by what 

I called "inaugurating a new era or rather recalling an older era

of sanity and well-being". T did so, if I may conaclete the self-

quote, by "declaring an aim rational, attainable and benefi=t" and

promising, if made Chancellor of the Exchequer,to accomplish it.

was bank rate at three per cent.

Only eighteen months ago, t I said was treated/as a mere

exercise in  whimsy,  an absurd thesis put up simply to amuse and

perhabs to attract attention. It was no such thing. I was as usual

in sober and deadly earnest; but T will admit that even I did not

expect the consummation which I held out to be already approaching

only eighteen months later, and what is more, without A444€_fu1-

filment of the difficult condition about my becoming Chancellor of

the Exchequer.

With interest rates once more approximating to their secular

averagecaround three per cent, the bros-oect/openiup of civilised

life being once again livable - which,with interest rates of 15 ber
tttcent or upwards,it is decidedly not. ...zpj,„ normal rates of

'
interest will only be aasured to us and .exercise their beneficent

effect if we understand mt nas nappened and why it happened.

Only thus equipped)shall we be in a position to insist upon genuine-

ly sane Pnd rational behaviaur on tbe bart of our rulers, bec,,,,use
TI

the reasons for the fall in interest rates give in

themselves no guarantee for the future.

no take first what is not the reason for interest rates havi

dropced like a stone, it is not that the J lance of supply and

demand for capital has cham:ed. The fall in minimum lending rate
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from 15 per cent to 5 per cent betokens no rising glut of investible

funds or savings seeking a home. The underlying propensity to
(met tt

invest or save has barely altered,: Nor:.-Ischangeion the demand

side of the market,either. The sums which the government is attempt-

ing to borrow - and, so they would have us believe, succeeding in

borrowing-a-e not much lower now than eighteen months ago: indeed,
-

they may be larger w44,11 the disclosed figureSt146e augmented,by the

huge sums of sterling which the Bank of England ispending to

increase the reserves and prevent the rate of exchange of the pound

from rising.• /.1C-4Mention of the exchange rate has broue,-ht us 4ito the area

where the real explanation lie#. lighteen months ago, twelve months

aEo, even six months ago the Bank of England„on government instruc-

tions (one must presume)... was strivine: mig-t end main to keep the
,

exchange rate of the pound from falling. One of the instris

1,444-h which they sought to do so was rais41the domestic rate of

interest; if fore 7ners could get a higher return on their 

moneyLthan elsewhere,they would be tempted to keep it here or bring

it here,and so the demand for sterling, would help to keep the ex-

change rate up. Rig-inr theinterest rate internally is a method of

rigging the exchange r-te externally.

by an exercise in illogicality which only escapes denunci-

ation because so few peoole understand nhat is going on, the same

oeople who cr-ied 'woe, woe_H' because the pound was tending to fall

are /97e-rf crying 'woe, woe!' because the pound is tending to rise. 7AJ1

thee rigging,efforts are now exerted in the olonosite direction.

/lower the interest rate ,f-1-71-8 in the United Kingdom, the less those

plaguey foreiqners will be tempted to buy sterling and so force the

exchange rate up. To the hank of ligland, which so recently was

sadd ing us with ludicrously high rates of interest has no,7 let

the_ go with a oump and js happy to see them tobogganing down;,e.,

e one thi s cne realises how frail and fickle

our joy still is. It is the product of Uliot 'rentest
rrf.
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treason" - "to do the rj—Tht thing for the wrong reason", and ,nc-t
Jr

the whole of the right thing, -at ti-mt. There are at least three

several and distinct danaers by which we are compassed about.new-found
One is that the Bank of Sngland's/abstention from riggina the

interest rate upwards could easily be succeeded, from the same

motives, by an indulgence in rigging it downwards It is just as 

bad to have artificially low rates of interest as to have artifici-

ally hi,h rates of interest. In fact, arguably it is worse; for r.

4-it-at—way lies the resumption of breakneck inflation. Beyond a

certain point, interest rates can only be lowered/by increasina the

supply of money - that was the nature of the Daltonian inflation of

41, the later 1940's. All attempts to keep the exchange rate dawn

court inflation - Germany, Switzerland and Japan will tell you that

- and if the Bank of Lngland is acing to force the rate of interest

down while at the same time buying up foreign currency to put into

reserve, we shall soon be in big trouble.

The second danger is the saw which corresponds to the see.the
if the tide of the exchnges turns once more - and fluctuation, in/

the
longer as well as/shorter term, is in its nature - the same people

diAzy interest rates in an effort to keep sterlina up

will be taking us back aaain to 15 per cent for the same reason as. _
. Oc,Iore. The only hope of avoiaingrepetition is to tell them in• lInmistakable terms to give up the foolish game of riggin,7 the ex-

change rate altogether. The only healthy exchange rate is that at

vrhich the supply and demand for sterlin,=, balance without interven-

tion, just as the only healthy int'Threst rate is that at which the

supply and demand for savings balance without intervention.

That brinas me to the third c-17 the daners which could render

our joy shortlived. The business of borrowing by Government from

the public is complicated in detail, brtsimple in principle. I

pointed out just now that it i not a withdrawal of i,7cvernmcnt from
' 4t 4

the market for savings, nor & appreciable reduction of the
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Government's demands on thQarket, ti,t-havo had anything to do with

the fall in interest rates. If it were otherwise, the fall in

interest rates would be more si=ificant and likely to, be more last-

It would mean that a hiahor proportion of,saving and investme
-t

now
was/being directed in accordance with economic criteria and a lower

proportion in accordance with political criteria. Apart from that,

the more limited the demand which the state makes upon the market

for loanable funds, the less is the danger that the state, if it

fails to raise its requirements there, will resort, as it so often

has done in the past, to conjuring the money out of nothing, the

root cause of inflation as we know it in the modern world.• Nobody can define precisely in advance what loans a governmert

may attempt to raise without risk of inflation nor what share of

the market for capital it can claim without seriously prejudicing

the opportunities of other borrowers. On the other hand nobody,
borrowing requiramYt

so far as I know, has attempted to deny that tit present / of

government in the U.K. is, if continued for more than a short period,

;rrossly in excess of that limit. 'je can therefore define more

closely still the interest rate which we need and which would

indeed inaugurate "a new era of sanity and well-being". It is a 

rate, or a system of rates, ahich not only reflects the balance of 

. supply and demand for savings bat reflects a balance atich is not

411seriously affected by the borrowina of the state.
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Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell, ITIP, to the
Harrow Conservative Society at the Headstone Hotel,
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The law of trade unions has quite suddenly moved back into the

centre of the political forum. I could not myself fail to be

interested, and even excited, h,r this turn of events. It was some

13 or 14 years ago that the law case of Ralles versus Barnard gave

the initial impetus to a wave of interest in this subject which

culminated with the introduction of the Industrial Relations Bill

in 1970 by the new Conservative Government, only to dash itself

into foam on the rocks which wrecked thati._ct and ultimately the

Conservative Government itself.

I was one of those who from 1964 onwards hoped and believed

that a reform of the law of trade unions, which would bring it into

line with the principles of the Rule of Law, could win the support

of public opinion generally and be accepted as reasonable and

necessary by the trade unions themselves, and I took an eager part

with those inside and outside the Conservative Party who sought

this consummation by public debate and argument. Correspondingly

bitter was my disappointment when I had to watch the collapse of

our hopes in circumstances which appeared to postpone their

revival for a long time to come. So naturally I stir like the o

• warhorse on whose ear a familiar bugle call falls again.

If the debate is to Fet on its feet once more with any hope of

solid result, it is necessary to understand what went wrong the

last time; and there is every situ in what emanates on this sub—

ject from Conservative spokesmen at present that the lessons of the

past have not yet been understood.

The debate went astray at two levels, kt the more superficial

level the mistake was to link reform of the law of trade unions,

-e-r-jch is a matter of securinu 

other citizens and of orotect

ri."htsofth citizen against

fro—_ ur„euthorised duress,



the entirely different subject of inflation and in particular with

the theory, true or false, that inflation is caused by the behavionr

of those who pay and receive wages. It was this confusion which

would have doomed the 1971 Act anyhow, by including in it provisions

concerned not with the rights of the individual but with the

supposed requirements of the state. Once it was seen by the trade

unions as an instrument for the control of wages and for the

limitation - may I make my obeisance in the direction of the

sacred idol? - of "free collective bargaining".. there was no hoPe

that anything in the Bill would be seriousl:i considered on its

merits.

Yet this more superficial mistake followed in turn from the

a fundamental failure of approach. To attempt to legislate for 

trade unions without having declared and, if possiole, secured

agreement upon their function, was to ensure confusion and to court

the failure which followed. There is a certain type of politician

who detests and ridicules the very notion of philosophical defini-

tion and logical analysis in politics and who is confiLnt that

action, if sufficiently determined, is an adeouate substitute for

reasoning. It is a very dangerous type of politician, more dangerous

even than that other kind which loves theory for its own sake. 0', (7,

story of 1970 to 1974 furnishes many an object lesson on this theme,

• but none more scarifyinE than the part of it which had to do with

the trade unions.

The point may be most clearly illustrated exactly where public

interest happens to be focussed at the mo ent, namely, on what is

celld the closed e op. The 1971 Act boldly declared in principle

the right of every worke-0 he so desires, to he a member of no 

trade union or to refuse to be a member of any particular trade

union". Hflweven, the Lot -immediately proceeded to cancel cut that

ca, in two olasees of cese, descrb,ed es the "ac.e'7 oh p agrre-

nt" and the 5aorroved cleeed shop agreement . 'Jlere those
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agreements axisted the worker would be obli7ed, in default of belenl,

ing to the relevant trade union,to pay appropriate contributions°

to it in lieu of membership or, if his objection was conscientious,

to a charity. If challenEed by one-fifth of the workers involved,

the agency or closed shop agreement would be upheld if on a ballot

a majority of the workers entitled to vote, or two-thirds of those

votin,g, were in favour.

The Conservative Party appears now to have modified to some

extent those ideas, which were swept off the statute book deuTing

this and the precedirrr short parliament. While stating that it

opposes the closed shop in principle", it would now substitute

approval by a"huge" but undefined majority for the proportions in

the 1971 Act. It would moreover try to secure the effect of the

1971 Act, as thus modified, by a voluntary code negotiated with the

T.U.C. and would resort to legislation only if that proved un-

available.

As before, the essential philosophical basis for approaching

the question appears to be totally lacking. Tet me- put it bluntly

as follows. If trade union action does maintain and improve the

real remuneration and other conditions of the workers in a given

firm or industry, then equity reQuires that all who thus benefit

should share in the cost and responsibility of supporting the relev-

ant union or unions. Ibis would be obviously fair and,as in

similar cases, there could be no objection to tne law being brought

in to protect and if necessary e force it under appropriate safe-

guards. The choice of union and the u.ecision whether in a particTILT

firm er employment all who benefited should be required to con-

tribute would have to be made by some procedure, and, given the

eoulable justification, ,e significant majority such pro?csed

in the 1971 Act would presuably be reasonablo.

If en the other hand the action of trade unions by and lar

and over a period of tirie does not benefit those in the relevant



employment and workers generally - in other words, if their real

remuneration and conditions would be no worse if trade unions did

not exist - then there would be no eouitable grounds on which the

law could countenance and regulate, let alone enforce, arrangements

whereby the requirement to belong to a trade union is imposed upon

a worker by his fellow workers as a condition of employment. The

state would be consecrating the use of private coercion for private

benefit. You will observe that I posaithe question conjunctively;

that is,I asked whether trade union action benefits those in tho

relevant employment and workers generally. For if it benefited

some workers but at the expense of others, or all others th n the

41 same negative conclusion would follow, that the state would b-

enforcing private coercion for the berefit of private 

interest.

I am aware that reference is often made to the real or suppead

function of trade unions in facilitatino7 wage fixing; but this

cannot seriously be brow:ht into the argument over the closed shop

ard the law. If collectivo bargaining ov r wages etc. is held to

be sufficiently in the public interest on the ,ground that it

reduces the amount of effort e7,:pended on wage settlements, this

would point to universal an.: obligatory unionisation - in fact,to

form of corporate state. If on the other hand the real remunera-

tion of the workers is either higher or lower because of the con-

venience of wa-e fixing by collective bargaining, we are simbly

back to the basic ouastcn who, if anybody, benefits by union 

action?

The reluo.tPnce of the Conservative harty to face and answer

that basic euestion is understandable. If it is answered in

accordance with popular belief, namely,that trade unions are and

he_ve been "a ycod thing" for the workers in economic t=s, then

banr roes tne the, closcd chop on

;Trcunds ofpersonal liberty, cf choice, etco etc. If
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the other hand the question is answered negatively in accordance

with the view of a large and respectable body of economic opinion,

there is no justification in principle for tolerating the closed

shop, let alone legalizing it. Unfortunately, the fact that both

horns of the dilemma are uncomfortable cannot be dealt with by

pretending not to see it or that it does not exist; and that pre-

tence was the root cause of the tragic collision in which the 1970

Bill was eventually smashed up and of the embarrassed muddle in

which the Conservative Party still finds itself on this whole

subject today. The muddle is not helped by the resort to voluntarism,

so beloved of parties and governments wrestling with the hydra-• headed nonsense of prices and incomes policy. It is unacceptable

in logic and justice to transfer the protection of the citizen cgaL'rt

acknowledged infringement of his rights and liberties from the

state to the uncertain and uncontrolled effect of private bodies

acting voluntarily: that way lie the vigilante and the kangaroo

court. It is the same illogicality and indefensibility as the

Conservative Party is rightly criticising in the attempt to secure

the observation of a ware limit by allegedly voluntary methods.

The proposal is deprived even of the plea of practicability when

spokesmen go on to add that, if voluntary enforcement failed,

recourse to legislation and the law courts 7Tou1d be necessary.• :Igatever may be the difficulties ir the foreseeable future of 

legislating on this subject, they would be at their maximum if the

legislation were undertaken because the nee-otiation or the policn,

of a voluntary code had broken dowri. In those circumstalicesthe

ini ocr cent opposition of crg=isod labour would be- a foreF:one

conclusion.

as some of us have said from the start, there is no

baulking the fundamental duostian of princible, no way ahead except

from a comm,tted view of Ojw func ler ard off%-c.t of trade union

acor.
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I will not run airay from my own question. I have long con-

cluded, and found nothina to shake the conclusion, that trade union

action is, over time, not only not beneficial but marginally harm-

ful to the maintenance and increase of the real remuneration and

conditions of labour. From this it follows, and I must accept the

deduction, that the closed shop is in broach of a fundamental

principle of the Rule of Law and ought not only not to be le,,mlized

but to be unlawful. However, I do not stop there. I recognise

that legislation to that effect either could not at present be

passed or would not be enforceable. This is only superficially

due to the contradictions and collapse of the 1971 Act, and in my

opinion hardly due at all to the sham confrontation between Edward

Heath and the miners in 1974, which in fact involved neither the

Industrial Relations Act 1971 nor even the Counter inflation Act

1973. It is due to the fact that the popular view, and not what

re;7ard as the correct view,of the effect and furiction of trade

unions is so widely held, and not amongst trade unionists alone.

say again therefore what I said at the time when the 1970

Iiill was introduced - thlat unlss and until the inefficacy of trade

unions for their supposed economic ends is generally accepted and

recognised and therefore the closed shop ceases to be regarded as

enjoying a basis in equity, the attempt to legislate is mere

spittirg into the wind, as all lejislation always will be in this

country if it does not rest upon a widespread sense of fairness and

reasonableness.
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It is a curious coincidence, which I can assure you was not

premeditated,that at this very moment Edward Heath, of whose

administration liritain's membership of the E.E.C. is the sole sur-

viving relic, is launching into a well-publicised speech upon that

subject. We may reflect, with varying emotions no doubt, that he

is thereby helping once aF:ain to lay the foundations of the next

electoral defeat of the Conservative Party by identifying it with a

decision - happily a reversible decision - that is deeply repugnant

to a majority, an increasinc7 majority, and an increasingly embittTed

majority of the British people

In a speech last month hr Peter Shore stated that "it would

not be right to reopen the auestion of British membership "unless

there is clear evidence of a settled will and a preponderant opiniaa

in the country" and "evidence of a rebirth of national confidence"

He is already well on the way to the fulfilrnent of his precondition.

During 1976 the proportion of those pollea in Eritain who thought

British membership "a _7ood thing" fell steadily from 50 per cent to

35 per cent; but this year opinion has moved even more (7.ecisvely.

Anftr a most meticulous survey in July N.O. . reported that in a

referendum 53 uer cent of the populaton wc)uld vote 170 and only 35

per cent yes. These fiEures are no flash-in-the-pan. They corre-

spond with the results produced by the Community's own periodic

surveys.

There will, of course, be no need for another referendum, even

lf liirs Thatcher is specially Leon to have one. The referend= had

no constittional siificance, and all are areed that Parliament

(wh ich is in the last rr=sorrt the p=--cple's -ervant) has full and un-

diminished cower and rioRt to repeal or to onuify as it may see fit
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the European Communities Act of 1972 on which British membership

rests.

Between repeal and modifieation tnere is indeed no essential

distinction. The modifications which Britain reauires would, if

accepted by the Community, render repeal superfluous; if not

accepted, they would be the signal for the parting of the ways - a

friendly and I believe a mutually beneficial and fruitful parting

of the ways - between the United Kingdom and the continental part

of the Community. These modifications, which are the minimum recut.

ments for Britain to regain and retain the status of an independent

national state, were spelt out in great precision by the National

Executive Committee of the Labour Party in its Statement to the

Annual Conference and were subst ntially accepted by the Prime

Minister on behalf of the Government, yhen he proclaimed as Britaila's

first reonirement "the maintenauc,:: of the authority of national

governments and parliaments,"

In its present form and on the basis of the 1972 Act,memberali_p

of the Community is inconsistent, and was always intended to be

inconsistent, with the authority of Her hajesty's Government ard of

Parliament. If anyone Questions this for a moment, let him recall

that the Community has been given , and already increasingly exer-

cises, the right to le islate directly or by binding instruction

upon a vast range of matters domestic to this country, from vehisle

drivers'hours to the education of immigrant children. Let him

further recall that Hor iesty's Government is per:ierless to decide 

the terms on which r+1,1- own subjects shall have access to what, under

British law, are our sovereign waters. Cur national government and

parliament were in 1972 stripped of the essential aspects of domes-

t-ic and external authority. If that authority is to be maintained

Parliament must once again have the exclu:sive and unfettered riuht

to make the law of this realm and to hold the Government responsible

for all that it does or omits to rlo on behalf of this country.
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Until Britain can again make its awn aricultural policy, its own

fisheries policy, its own energy policy (if it is to have one at

all), its own trade policy, it will be twaddle to talk of "the

authority of government and parliament".

What is certain is that a directly elected parliament of tne

Community must be equally destruotive of the authority of the

British parliament and the responsibility of the British Government.

Yo one who purports to maintain the authority of the national

institutions can support direct elections; and nobody who knows

the history of our own Parliament san listen with patience to the

excuse that the present powers of the T]uropean Assembly are limited

and that their extension, ir the Prime ii_nister's words, "would

need the unanimous consent of the nine member states and of the

parliaments". These are the wheedling words which are used before

the event: we know from experience the bold words with which they

would be replaced afterwards.

That was the procedure adopted over direct elections themselves.

Until the referendum was held, direct elections were treated as

the remotest possible continency, something in no way involved in

the question whether membership as it then existed was accept blo.

But as soon as the referel-idum was -over, the publis were told that,

. whether they liked it or r, t, they were committed in principle to

direct elections by the Yes majority. This was false on at least

two counts. It was false because, whatever the relevant article

of the Rome Treaty does mean, nobody contends that direct elections

as at present proposed are in accordance with it. It was false,

secondly, because the Gove,nmev,t informatior office at tho rc-feren-

dum had itself cited direct elections as one of the subjects on

which the U Governmont would hold a etc; and clearly one 

cannot be committed to somethin7 over which one holds a cower of

veto in the future.
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So you may be sure that if ever there is a directly elected

European Parliament, we shall immediately be told that of course

we are committed to giving it the greater powers appropriate to a

directly mandated body; that surely we must have understood that

all the time; and what did we mean by agreeing to direct elections

if we were going to clip the wings of those who were directly

elected?

That would be the way of it; but if anyone thinks this specu-

lative and merely alarmist, let me tell him that even with its

existing powers, nothing could prevent the Parliament, once direct]y

elected, from entrenching upon the Council of Ministers, whish

mc-Jans,upon the national governments and parliaments. After all,

the British, whose parliament won its powers by much the same

process, ought to understand what a directly elected body with power

to dismiss the Commission and reject the budget is capable of

doing. The Times' veteran correspondent, David Wood, had a percept-

ive piece, two or three weeks ago, on just this point.

quote only two sentences; 'Much as Canning called in the new world

to redress the old, so Mr Jenkins, as President of the Commission,

calls in the Parliament to redress the nationalism of the Council.

Mr Jenkins and his Br1;ssels colleagues look forward to direct

elections so that the Commission can ally itself with a Parliament

possessing a clear man(late.'

All this notithstanding, the attempt 'sill be made in tho

coming session to dragoon the House of Commons into signing its

OVTri clath warrant by autherislng direct elections to a parliament

of ths Cc munity and thereby relewatina itself to the status of a

provincial and subordinate assembly. There is only one safe course

for the electorate of this country, if thsy wish to retain control

through Parliament over the laws and policies shich 7overn their

lives and not to surrenIer it no a bed7 and an institution over



which they can exercise negligible influence. That is to ensure

that no Bill authorizing direct elections passes through Parliament.

You ask me how to prevent it? I will tell you. Treat any

Idember who votes for such a measure, upon whatever prevaricatbn or

pretext, as a personal enemy, who intends, in pursuit of his own

pet ambitions and personal interests, to deprive you of the most

precious inheritance you have obtained from your forefathers - the

right to elect a sovereign parliament. for that possession genera-

tions have been willing to fiht and to risk and sacrifice their

lives. It is a possession which ho intends to destroy. As to the

voting, this much is certain such a Bill has no chance of being 

carried except by Consery tive votes. Tho Labour Party is pre-

ponderantly hostile to it, as is its Hational Executive, which

this month "reiterated yet --ain its opposition to direct elections".

The Labour Cabinet is divided and comprises bitter and outspoken

opponents of tJe measure. The Foreign Secretary and the Prime

Ijinister themselves have been studiously tepid, and would be only

too glad for the House of Commons to "speak for Britain" and 7ot

them out of the business altogether. Only the Conservative Party,

once Britain's patriotic party, will whip its r=bers into the

lobbies to emasculate the British House of Commons and undermine

what the Prime L'rinister called "the authority of the national

7.overnment and parllarlent".

You ought to look coc7ely into th-, moti es of some of these

men in being thus rea - to foul and to abandon the nest where thoy

emsolves were ho.tched. It is well known that many have thoir

eyes fix d upon the wider sta,c7e and the more luscious pastures of

7--ropean panliament, of -:Thich the emoluments and importance of the

present d--11eiTc-,tes to the As emIly give but a faint impression.

oe safly there, (.11c1 out of the reac, a-rl,d control of the iiianin7-

1 c's-& huge el-cte-J: tes Of 400,000 or half a million, five, ten
of membership

r fifteen ,,Tuaranteed years/uill lay the basis of a comfortable
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fortune,not to mention the perc;uisites and influence of those in-

stalled at the elbow of the Brussels bureaucracy, the cynosure of

all the interests and lobbies throughout Europe.
say, you ought to look closely, and it is not too early to

begin. Report has it that the Conservative lists are already open

for the 81 seats of which, whatever the political complexion of the

House of Commons, that party counts on winning a majority. It will

of course not be the constituency selection committees, with all

their faults, who will have the say the central organisation and

the regional bigwigs (who else?) will wield the patronage. 'Mich

of the present Conservative 14embers of I'arliament,who of course

will be voting for the government measure, have their names in the

hat already? Is it the case that, whatever the Bill may say or not

say on the subject of the dual mandate, the Conservative candidates

for Luropo have to give an undertaking not to stand again for their

seats in the local parliament at Westmlnster? Have they, if so,

told their organisatioris and their supporters'i knd if not, have

theyexpl-ined how they intend to serve their constituents as here-

tofore, while owning allegance to another body, to which they are

directly elected, five hundred miles away? I undorstand that this

very week what are calle the "party stalwarts" are gathered together_
at :lackbool. That will be an admirable opportunity, which 7 hop

not
they will/neglect, of gettinF some of these matters cLear, and we

sh6.11 Ell b- interested to know tho answers.

will not say there are no iristannes in hlstory oi a nation

giving up its independoence and solf-g vorn T unl ss it was the 

result oith,,r of force or of dennpti on. 1To doubt the odd Instance,

here and thero might be discovered to the contrary. -3ut if Britain
pormits the surronder of 1972 to grow into pormanonc,_, it will
certainly not have been force that was the cause. i owe it to our-
selves to see that wo -re ruoithor tr-icl7d nor sold. I quoted just
now somcono who sad that to roclaim our indo ohdence wo should
need t'a rebirth of nott-ional oonfidonce". He was right; but is -Loot
national con-ridence" novor to 1,2, r,ld,orn?



NOT POP. PUBLICATI= OR FL-:=EUCE
TO COI1TEITT _BEFORE 7:TM7 07 DELIV7T.7

Extract from address by the Rt.Hon.J, Enoch Powell, MP
to the Barnsley Group of the British Institute of
Management at the College of Technology, Barnsley,

at 7.30 pm, Tuesday llth October 1977

Most of the principal errors and follies of our time are com-

mitted on the subject of money. The effects of them, of course,

extend to managers as they do to all other citizens; but in one

respect management is more at risk than other sections of society.

Essentially, the decisions of management are taken and expressed in

terms of money. When therefore management exists in an atmosphere

which is thick with the crudest fallacies about money, it is vulner-

able to being infected by them, with resultant misjudgment and

failure in the conduct of its own business.

Where a danger of infection exists, there is nothing better

than inoculation as a 1Drotection against it, and I wish to commend

to you a simple Tproposition which, if absorbed and digested, should

have an effect corresponding to inoculation. It is so simple that

it can be taken on a lump of sugar. It is this, honey, and all

that can be said or thought about it, all the rules and pinciples

that apply to it, is a different thing altoget'er when the subj110

is the state frmnwhat it is for any group, or concern, or person

whatsoever within the state. The propositions which are true vyten•applied to the one make nonsense when applied to the other. ?he

moral is that,when manaement addresses itself to its business of

-managinp:, it should dismiss from its mind all the notions, true or

false, which are in circulation reardi e business of the state, 

and ln particular those which are corcerned with what is called

'the economy".

71he suprosition that deductions or analogies can be drawn

from the operations and Lehavicur of individuals within the state

to the operations and behaviour of the state itself is one of the

,Ilost prolific causes of economic and boli ical error and of those

very popular but fallous or, at best, irre evant,beliefs about
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money against which management has snecially to be on its guard.

Let me illustrate by a current case in point, which is ex-

cruciatingly harmful.

It was announced last week that the U.K.'s reserves now stand

at the record level of over 17 billion dollars. What untutored eye

could fail to read thEt news without a surge of satisfaction and

eve21 pride? How many are sufficiently apprised of the reality to
sIand

:umdla/that this was not good tidings at all, but very bad tidings':

You and I know that it is a good thing for us to have reserves, a

cushion against accident or ill success which we have been nrovident

*enough to create while the going was favourable. Afarm or a firm

which has a detent reserve can ride out a bad year or even a succes-

sion of bad years. So instinctively we transfer these notions to

the state itself, and are thus deceived into mistaking for a cause

of satisfaction what is in fact evidence of colossal folly.

_Every time what arc called our official reserves increase, the

Bank of 17ingland has been buying foreign currencies to that net amount

with our money. Instead of our effort commanding goods and services

in exchange, nameless officials h ve instead used it to add to the

pile of foreign currency over which they gloat, as the dragon 2afnir

:zloated over the hoard gold in the BiLof th :ibelung-

 

-
Note,

incidentally, that these officials de this without a word of informa-

tion to Parliament, not to say, W.1-1= a shred of parliamentary 

authorisation. The Public _ccounts Committee and its excellent

Chairman, Edward du Cann, have been fussing over candle ends and

sealing wax compared with this monstrous, unauthorised disbursement

of public money.

This expenditure of pu-Ciic mo ey, this barteri g away cf the

effort of the British people, this refusal - conceivably - of

investment which would otherwise have taken place in British industry,

has not been for the -purpose of strenethening our forces abroad, of

supplies of comicd-ites amainst some emer:Yency, of
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acquiring a stake in productive assets in other continents - no

not even for the purpose of aiding under-develop o countries. It

has, I repeat, been simply for the puroose of accumulating stocks

of foreign money, with a consequence in the present and an intention

for the future which are cannily pernicious.

The consecuence in the present is to keep the exchange rate

of the pound from rising further. It makes one almost foam with

indignation when the very mandarins who have been denouncing the

inadequacies of British management and labour as blameworthy for the

value of sterling being too low - for the pound be ng "weak", as

*the silly expression goes - and who have blamed inflation at least 

in part on the lowered exchange rate of the pound, are now using 

our money without our permission to keep the exchange rate .down 

and to reduce artificially the,value of our products in the world 

outside. .Ls for the future, their intention is to use this hoard

of counters, at some time or other, to play the exchanee_.es the other

way round and run us into what will be called a ° balance of payments

crisis" by keepin2: the exchange rate of sterling artificially hieh-

That is not the end of the mischief. The Bank of Bugland is

deliberately courting a renewed bout 01 inflation. If anyone dra

attention to this, the officials react, like an old fashioned battle-

fleet, by emitting a cloud of dense black smoke. Here is a sample

. 4I01officials insist that the infloy of money into Britain hes not yet

caused any probl m". The ignorant or unwary are intended to deduce

that it is the foreignel- and his money who are the danger and would

be to blame for renewed inflation. ',That a hollow decePtion. It is

not the extra dollars in the cellars of Threadneedle Street which

are goine. to force up the prices in the supermarkets and help to

stuff the wage packets with depreciating money. Strange as it may

seem, the in7'lation -7-rem which we suffer is a superfluity of pounras,

not dollars or yen, which you and I very rarely get iven amongst

our change. What really happens is -uite dlfferent, and no w eder
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the Bank of B.::Tland don't want us to understand

The money which the Bank of EnQ:land spends on buying more and

more foreign currency is just as much a part of public expenditure

as the same amount of money spent on the Health Service or on the

troops in Gibraltar. The famous E8000 million fics,ure of the Public

Service Borrowin7 Requirement, however, does not include this item,

which has nevertheless got to be financed ln the same way - that is

to say, by the printing press if it cannot be borrowed from the

public. Now read this sentence from last week's announcement: "I.

flood of overseas money into Britain last month pushed the official

reserves up by P1,327 million". Translated into English, that would

rur. "Public expenditure last month was increased by P1,327 million 

in order to enable the Bank of En,71and to buy nearly /2,400 million

and prevent the pound sterlino rising in the exchangesh,

addition of that order to public expenditure in one month soon

makes the budgetdeficit of P8000 million,plus or :oinus, look silly.

1.nd we try to blame the foreLmeri

Ie you remember foeling astonishment some years ago when West

Germany and, more suprising still, Switzerland of all countries

headed off into soarinp inflation? Yell, you understand - or it is

important that you should understand - now. They started to sPend

billions of German marks and Swiss francs every month in the same

. 411foolish fever to keen the exchange rate of their currencies down.
On that scale, even the frug-ql and provident Germans and Swiss

refused to finance the lark. So their ,overnments created the marks

and francs with which to carry on. Britain is doin.q just the same
those

now, and the same consecluences will follow. It is a pity that/bus-

loads of rickets from Yorkshire which are always so obliinly avail-

able for other purposes cannot be concentrated in Threadneedle 7.trect

to picket the :Dank of 71117land until either it stopped buying lashins

flf forei7n money each month or tht Government conceded a Court of

Enauiry, of which I shoulc-1 be hapzy to take the chair and write the

report.
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eystem suited to •ritain a* a. world tra.din nmtion by a systomi

yuited to a tiohtly controllod, in:detoctiohist and onel,J.eive con- ,. 

tinental bloc. As in other reddrds, oo :1. a:ric'tIture, the iripL:ct

on l3ritain of the Community's rules is most severely felt -_'L to,-.2; 

and the dioastrous Lilk refdime of the Com....on harhet, which has denied

'hritain's dairy. industry the o:portuhity to be.hofit uy ite ti.erior

ifficiency Lnd serve the home market as it should, nelle literal

disaster for dairy farmers here in :orthern Ireland.

In askirh7 you to put in our '.  -h]c L,_ -Je2o_l 17,i.. .:q2.„:“Diutio.
remind yeu ef tho fr-siLted Yorde in onr electjon  .T71ifesto three

year:e aRo: "The Llster Uniohistforesee continidinL. h:Yrr. '1.-'oLithe

;.ild fluetuatione in morket conditions Yhich the system of the

hgrioaltaral 1o1icy inevitably broducee; :310 t':,:: il - 1,12al 

reasons why Ulster Unionists have ouposed -hritish membershio of the

. on present terms is thLt it denies Lritain the riL:ht Lc)

determine vital Policies in the liTht of her own circumstances e.ni:

interests, not least those affectin agriculOLreH. Those OIus mre

as true today as when ye put them to tbc electors, in 1974. .1stor'd

1:nionist h,12.0, so far as lies in their power,d:ill net lot hlh,terte

farriin: industry down.



NOT FOR PULLICATION OR REFE=CE;
:0 CONTE= BEFORE TIIE OF DELIVEaY

Speech by the Rt. Hon. F. Enoch Powell DIP to the 
Bexleyheath Political Forum,

Falconwood Community Centre, 'jelling, Kent 
at 8.30 pm, Tuesday, 4th October 1977

The police and the Army heeve long since been studying

intensively the experience of the last eight years in Northern

Ireland with a view to drawing lessons for the future in England

and thus if possible avoiding repetition of the same mista2z,:es,

which would then have to be Painfully and expensively made good.

It is, however, not enough for the professionals to learn those

lessons; for the professionals are the servants of government

(which is to say politicians) and of the public. Unless therefore

politicians and public understand what the lessons are, and how and

why they are applicable, nothing can prevent their being disregarded

and the same costly and tragic errors repeated. There are already

ominous signs that this is just what will happen. 'Jhen anyone who

has lived with and through the eip.ht-year agony of Ulster studies

the recent events in :;outh London, in Lirmin-ham and in Kensington

- to go no further afield - his mind calinot but be filled with fore-

boding. Of all humanity's sadnesses, the bitterest is the sadness

of old mistakes repeated.

The first line of resistance to instruction will inevitably Tee

the reaction 'But 7Thrthc,rn Trland is a special case,. All cases 

are special cases. To refuse to learn from soecial cases is

refuse to learn at all. :he particular forfis and modes of the

deep division and difi'erentiatior of t'he population vfich has

existed for centuries in Northern Treland and of that which has

lately come into existence and is rapidly intensifying in•end

are, of course, very different. :heir nature and their historical

origins are different. "Fut the laws and patternis of human nature

in react division Pnd d-i-FfPrentaton under certain stimuli 

are the same everywhore, the same yesterday, toda7 and for ever.
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',,hoever has learnt those theorems can road-and recoEnise them in

every lL:mguage. They are laws and patterns ,zhich do not alter aith

translation. Turning ono's back on Ulster and deliberately avertin7

one's gaze, is a bad old English habit. The time is coming when it

will claim its penalty.

I begin with a simple observation of which the apparent super-

ficiality is delusive. It is about vocabulary. Do not despise

vocabulary; for vocabulary governs thought, as well as expressing

thought, and dangerous errors are conveyed and diffused unperceived

through the medium of vocabulary. When cvil violence occurs in the

circumstances I have defired, two classes of word are immediately

and, it seems as if inevitably, rife in the desaription and reportinp:

of it. 1,,t the head of one class I ,Place the word "hooligan", with

all its variants shading off towards "thug". At the head of the

other class stands t adjective "mad", with all its synonyms such 

as "senseless", "puroseless;', siself-dPfr=ating", "min,'Iless" and the

rest. These two word-lists are weapons more dangerous than bombs or

bullets, because it is the fundamental misconceptions which they

express and propagate that =rive the bullet and the bomb their poterci,

and each mutually reinforces the other.

';1-lere there is civil violence, thero also there will always

oe hooligans, as ther• will always bc birds of prey ahere there are

unburied corpses - -nose whose purpose and pleasire is acre brutality

and disorder for their own s Ere. There is such an element, in vary-

inE proportions, be make-up of all human beings, and civil 

violence brings it out as the sur's warnith hatches insects. That

does not mPan thflt th civil violence is itelf hcolianisa or that

those who organise arZ pro ote it ar(: hoelicens. To the ordinary

citizen, living an ordin,ry lie, al7 acts of destruction are apt te

)pear usenseless" and those who commlit them therdfore "mad such 

acts seem to him to be an extension of vandalism - d struction end.

harm for th_r own sake, actions which achieve no positive TpurDoso.



He is mistakkn. There is indeed a purpose but it is a purpose which

the ordinary citizen does not see or understand. Once that purpose

is perceived, the violence reveals its@lf as calculated and those

who promote it to be the reverse of Wmad" or"mindless. Wicked they

may be; ehemies they are; but they are purposeful and frequently

cunning and skilful in their choice of means and method. They are

in fect careful to exclude from their counsels those who are really

"mad" or "senseless2

I have not done with vocabulary yet; for when the hypothesis

that civil violence is merely an ebullition of senseless hooliganism

becomes t o difficult to reconcile with events, when considerable

sections of the population are founH participating in civil violence

- if only to the extent of tolerating and giving comfort and con-

cealment to the org,nisers and perpetrator& - a rapid change of

language occurs. The division and differentiation of the community

is recognised as conditioning the civil violence; but the causal

link is seen as misunderstanding or prejudice, which can be dispelled

by rational argument or moral admonition or by various forms of

coaxing or cajoiery. This is the root of the numerous branches of

the community relations industry, a large and rapidly growing pro-

fesion engaged in telling one section of the community that the

other is not so bad as it imagines and what is fatuously called

Ybringing them together".

No one ought to be surprised that this dangerous misconception

of civil violence is propagated mo t sedulously by members of the

clergy, above ll bishops who, havinP7 deserted thz study and preach-

in of the Gospel for the easier and more pop lar role of amgVteur

politicians and sociologists, are more dairous than the laity.

The key word in the vocabulary of this misconception is "reconcilia-

tion", a term beloved of lay and clerical alike, and placed (alas!)

even in the Royal mouth by the Crown's confi ential advisers. The

mistaken notion that the civil vioence is causejby two communities
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quarrelling appears to be reinforced by the startling discovery thet

lar„qe numbers of individuals on what are by now officially deecried

as "both sides" will tell you, especially when nobody else is about

and definitely not for attribution, that their only desire is

quiet life and that they wish no one anywhere any harm. This of

course is true - it nearly always is true, in circumstances of human

conflict, especially civil conflict - but the wrong deduction is

drawn from it that all would be well if only those who want "Ipeac °

could raise their voices and link their arms to demand and enforce

it. Yet the correct deduction is close at hand. It ou,7ht to lead

to an understandinp7 of the mechanical principles whereby the over-

rhelrainaaajority are made the ca.ptive instruments of the orzanisers

of civil violence.

The process der)ends on two conditions, one fundamental, the

other cecondary. The furdam.ental co-,aditioYI is the division and

differentiation (yr thin comreunity itself, -:-hich makes possible the

enforced identification of individuals uith one or the other of the

"two sides". The secondary condition is the prospect that civil

violence will succeed or appear to succeed in its professed objects,

So lenF7 as that 7rospect exists, those in whose r,:tme and

interest the violent purport to act aro willy-nilly conscripted into

some depTee of tolerance or suport of the violence itself. Their

very identity - ee Roman Catholics, for instence , or as "blacks°  -

would render them subject to the chnre , and to the penalties, of

bcing traitors to their ° own side°  if they were to ado-ot what would

in other circumste.nces bG the instinctive attitudes and re ctions

of -a2aable and law-abidiri7 citizens. Observers who do not perceive

the cruel loic of terrorism thon proceed to add to their unhe.ppina-z,

t7Tist of irony by accusine the e prisoners of violence of be_i_

bi,ots or racists, and exhortin:e them to do like sth r pe 77)7C:ml

(in the irselert - !.-71 , 7 7 + exaression lw. wn to live with eee

another ir the same communit
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The discovery of the explosive combination which violent act:3

of a certain type can produce in given circumstances has inaugurated

in the last decade a revolution in the neture and prospects of ciwil

violence comparable with the revolution inauFurated in warfare by

the discovery of the consequences of combining saltpetre, sulphur

and charcoal in the right proportions. It is when the eff cts of

this discovery, which, like all the great m chanical discoveries,

affords the means of maximum result from minimum effort, aro mis—

construed and misdiagnosed as the effects of removable grievances

and deprivations, or of resolvable disagreements and disputes, that

the lessons of the last eight years in 7jorthern Ireland become so

mortally relevant.

As the police are the front lire of defence ane protection

against all breach of the peace, the brunt of the impact of civil

violence in the circumstances I am considering falls first upon them.

They are immediately placed in a false position. Or the doctrino

that the violence i2 occurring between "two sides" which require to

be reconciled, and of yhich the reconciliation involves measures to

make Eood the deprivation a d grievance assumed to be the root of

the trouble, the police are inevitably represented as taking one

side agai st the other. They cease to be seen as on the side of law

and order and soci ty generally against whoever is in any particul r

case thretening or disturbini: the peace. They are instead seen as

being partisan. .:L:_ccusations of police partiality, accompanied by

charges of brutality and (by a cynical inversion of the f cts) of

Provocation, fill the air, nd it becomes the business of all who

can get a hearing to eisseminte thosc accusations; for would it

not be contrary to th;:, rule of law in a free society that accusations

nst the police should so unheard and disregarded?

This stage is alrea rached at this moment in ngland,

where the police are hems held to blame for civil violence and

acrused of causins or exacerbat' oir behaviour. As usual
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the efforts of the authors of civil violence are -!:7,oTerfully secon

by those of well-meaning innocents, amongst whom it is charitable

(though not necessarily always correct) to include the prelates and

the clergy. I dare say the Royal Ulster Constabulary are grimly

reflecting that they will not have long to wait before they see

their colleagues in England subjected to the John Hunt and Arthur

Young treatment, which others inflicted upon them in 1969.

The attack upon the police achieves in this way an early and

important advance towards the essential object of civil violence,

which is to turn upside down the respective roles of lawful authority

and its enemies, by placing the former in the dock and the latter

on the prosecutor's rostrum. This is the point at which the

significance of the apparently aimless and indiscriminate violence

needs to be understood.

In their obsolete, classical forms, civil violence and in-

surgency used to be directed against logical targetst it was

Gessler, the Austrian governor, whom Wilhelm Tell shot; it was the

heir to the Hapsburg throne whom Princip and his confederates

murdered. The bastilles, the aristocracy, the rich - these were the

natural and intelligible targets of incipient revolution, whose

objectives explained its methods, if they did not justify them.

There has been progress since those days. The most effective

targets for today's civil violence in a divided community are the

seemingly irrational and irrelevart-Er to say, the "innoPent". The

intended false conclusion is promptly drawn by the society under

attack ° to account for such deeds of dire and meaningless 

brutality", the conclusion runs, "those who perpetrate them must

indeed have a fearful score of oppression and neglect to nay off".

As the violence increases and continues, this perverse reasonini7

which it has stimulated produces an .3ver-st!elling public chorus,

dcianding that it be ended by satisfying the assumed demands and

removing Lne sup.eosed 7rivances. Then one set of demands an-.1
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grievances have been met, another set is feverishly invented or

• discovered, because the continuing violence is attributed not to

the irrelevance of the response but to its inadequacy. The result

is the breakdown of the self-confidence and good conscience of

government and of society itself. The most obvious and fateful

symptom of that breakdown is the attack upon the police. It can be

studied under perfect conditions in Northern Ireland since 1969,

when the self-confidence and good conscience of the local Police

and the local administration were deliberately pulverised by the

government and public opinion of the U.K. as a whole.

Northern Ireland exemplifies one specially insidious aspect

of the attack upon the police, of which there have been intimations

in 2ngland. Since the police are accused of partiality and taking

sides, nothing follows more naturally than that their composition

and recruitment should be contrast 1 with the make-up of the populf,

tion of the divided and differentiated community which they have to

protect. It is discovered that one ° side" is under-represented in

the police force. That could be more obvious, then, it is asked,

than that we can have no confidence in the impartiLlity of the

police and that they cannot expect to be "accepted" (wonderful wordi)

until their composition is radically altered? The very failure to

alter that composition, when the attempt is made to do so - though

the failure is really due to quite different and predictable causes

- -ecomes in turn a further proof of the culpability of the police

force and adds to its moral disarmament. Those who lived through

the phase of 'Catholic-counting' in the recruitment of the RUC and

Ulster :Defence iLegiment will understand what to expect wherever the

same perverse reasoning is in vogue.

There is no absolute standard of the adequacy of a police

force. Obviously a larue factor in its practical adequ-cy is its

morale and self-confid-nce, which in turn depend on the morale and

self-confidence of the civil a7gthorit,T coolIing it. Somewhere
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along the line, when that morale and self-confidence are progress-

ively undermined by the mechanisms which I have described, there

lies the point where the police cease to be adequate; that is,

the point where they face defeat and the prospect of b ing driven

out of control. It is important to remember that this did not

happen in Northern Ireland in and after 1969 because of armed

violence: modern firearms and high explosive abpeared on the scene

later. It happened because unarmed civil violence broke the nerve

of the civil power and set the stage for that disastrous mis-

abplication of the Army - as the phrase went and still goes -

aid of the civil power° , of which the consequences are still far

from being exhausted. If that disaster is not to be repeated else-

where, it is essential to understand how Her :•lajesty's Government

was conditioned to commit the fateful error.

Thu Army was not in fact committed in Ulster "in aid

civil power". In conformity wjth the moral e.nd intellectual

ascendancy established by civil violence and in obedience to the

doctrines of "the two sides" and "impartiality", it was employed to

"keep the two sides apart" and to hold the balance between them.

Consequently, and also as a result of the successful attack upon the

police, it was employed to supersede and replace the police, who

were disarmed and relef.7ated to a subordinate role. Thus the Army

found its,lf serving the political purposes of the orFzanisers of

violence by discreditin2- further the very civil power in aid of

which it was alleged to be invoked.

The role of the Army in aid of the civil power is perfectLy

clear it is a role which has been a hundred times 

proved and demonstrated in experience, and the disastrous con-

sequences of departing from it are a military truism. It is rot to

r place the police. It is not to supplement the police. It is not

deploy armament which the police do not possess. It is to act o,s1

what it is a killing macLa me, at the moment when authority in the
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state judges that order can no longer be maintained or restored '07

any other means. The Army is then brougbt in to preseit the immilant

threat, and if necessary to perform the act, of killing, albeit

ninimal, controlled and selective killing. Having performed this

role, it is instantly withdrawn, and the police and civil powers

resume their functions. Any departure from this proven role of aid

to the civil power, a role which the errors absorbed by the civil

Power itself had render •ci impossible in Northern Ireland, means

that the Army becomes, what it is not and ought never to be, an

armed police force, whose very inappropriateness to the task

signalises and emphasizes still further the break-down of authority.

I repeat that the function of the Army is not to use arms the

police do not possess. There are many circumstances in which, to

do their work, the police must have available arms at least as

efficient as those that may be us d against them. In brief emer-

gency the Army may supply the absence of those arms; but this is

no substitute for the police themselves possessing them. Tho

fundamental difference between the police and the Army is not a

difference of armament; it is a difference of function. Only now,

after eight years and in the face of self-created obstacles, are

past errors being painfully reversed in Ulster, and the Army bein

disentangled from replacing or supplementing or supporting an

inadequate and inadequately armed police force, so as to become

again, what it ought never to have ceased to be, the ultimate

resort held in reserve by the supreme civil power.

The cost of the misapplication of the Army in Ulster may be

measured in hundreds of civilian and military lives; for the

doctrin of "sid to ths civil power" which I have enunciated, and

ich is taught in staff collees and embodied in text books, is

not a callous or bloodthirsty doctrino. It is the opsosite. It

is the only humane, as well as the only effective moans of
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sustaining law and order by military force if and when thtbco:n e.

indispensable. Contravention of it, as it was contravened in

Northern Ireland for 1969 onwards, is cruel, costly and disastrous.

The mistaken notions and the im-cairod good conscience of the state

which caused that contravention were a classic example of the succes.s

of the techniques of civil violence in a divided community. The

blood of the hundreds of victims of that error cries out against

its repetition if ever elsewhere military force is needed to sustein

the civil power. In an England which is already and increasingly

a divided and differentiated community we dare not avert our eyes

or close our minds to what the experience of our fellow citizens

14 miles away across the Irish Sea ought to teach us.


